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Friday, January 5, 6:00 PM Kabbalat Shabbat
Program, Kabbalat Shabbat Service 7:00 PM,
Oneg Shabbat to follow
Rabbi Koppel will speak
Sue Paul will bless the Shabbat Candles
Birthday Blessings for the month of January
Saturday, January 6, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30 AM
“Shemot,” Exodus 1:1-6:1,
Isaiah 27:6-28:13; 29:22-23
Friday, January 12, Service, 7:00 PM,
Oneg Shabbat to follow,
Rabbi Koppel will speak
Riva Brown will bless the Shabbat Candles
Saturday, January 13, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30 AM
“Vaera,” Exodus 6:2-9:35, Ezekiel 28:25-29:21
Friday, January 19,Shabbat Service 7:00 PM,
Oneg Shabbat to follow
Rabbi Robinson will speak
Cheryl Hampson will bless the Shabbat Candles
Saturday, January 20, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30 AM
“Bo,” Exodus 10:1-13:16, Jeremiah 46:13-28
Friday, January 26, Federation Shabbat,
Join us at Congregation Beth Shalom for Services
at 6:30 PM. There will be no service at CBE.
Saturday, January 27, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30 AM
“Beshalach,” Exodus 13:17-17:16, Judges 4:4-5:31

I like being accessible. I think it’s an important part of the role of the rabbi today, to be
as approachable as possible. More than that, I
don’t think the opposite is much fun. It’s why I
do what I do; I like coming off the bimah, working out at the JCC, being on social media, giving congregants my cell phone; I think it’s important that people are able to reach me and
connect with me. That’s why I stand at the door
on Sunday mornings to greet people, and try to
be out and about when people are in the building. In fact, I wish we didn’t have to have the
security doors to the office wing, as I think it’s a
barrier. Sadly, that’s the world we’re living in
today, and we have to balance our desire as a
congregation to be safe and our desire to be
welcoming. It shouldn’t have to be a choice,
but for the moment, it is.
But there are other ways I and the rest of the
clergy and leadership team can show that
we’re accessible. I have colleagues who have
what they call “community office hours”; times
when instead of literally being in their office,
they pick a public location (a coffeeshop, for
example) and let people know that they’re
available at those places at set times. Often,
our elected officials do the same. I’d been
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that’s what we’re doing. We think it’s a great
idea, and hope you do too. Join us!!

thinking of doing something like that when our
president Kim vonWeltin and vice-president
Jennifer Steinberg asked me and the rest of
the clergy team if we’d be interested in providing those, along with “open” office hours the
way university faculty do. Frankly, I jumped at
the chance. I think it’s a wonderful way for
people to be able to stop by and check in
when they know I’ll be available; to ask a
question, to say hello, to let me know something, or to make an appointment if they have
a more personal matter that requires more indepth conversation.
That’s why I’m pleased that I, along with
Rabbi Koppel, Cantor Stanton, and Kim vonWeltin, will be offering a combination of community and open office hours starting in January (February for the cantor, after his sabbatical). You’ll find a schedule provided in this Orbit and on the website, and we’ll be posting on
social media when and where we’ll be. These
will be a regular set schedule of when one of
us is available for drop-in meetings at the office, or when someone can catch up with us in
a public setting. While this won’t take the
place of regularly scheduled appointments, I
hope it provides another opportunity for folks
to check in with each of us or any of us, and to
deepen our relationships.

Mondays – Cantor Mark Stanton: 10 AM -12 PM
in his office at CBE
Tuesdays – Rabbi Elisa Koppel: 11 AM -1 PM in
her office at CBE
Wednesdays – Rabbi Yair Robinson: 3:30 PM 4:30 PM in his office at CBE
Thursdays – Kim vonWeltin, President: 1 PM -3
PM at the BrewHaHa in Branmar Plaza
Fridays – Rabbi Yair Robinson: 10 AM -11:30
AM at the BrewHaHa on 202 (by Staples)
The Last Contribution
Letters were mailed to the congregation earlier
this month asking for contributions for Congregation Madregot. This is to be the concluding
campaign for our twin congregation in far-away
Siberia. We would like to make this final Beth
Emeth donation a significant one as it is
Madregot’s 25th anniversary.
Shortly after
Madregot was organized, Beth Emeth offered to
help fund its religious school activities, programs
for the elderly and special holiday dramatic
presentations. Madregot had restored a 100year-old synagogue that was in terrible condition
after seventy years of misuse by a Communist
government. Over the subsequent years they
developed a full schedule of services and programs.
Please respond to this final request by sending your check, marked Twinning Project, to the
temple office. Thank You.

Come Talk to Us!

The clergy and President are offering Open
Office Hours. Below you will find a schedule of
who will be where, when and for how long.
Come in and chat for a bit, have a topic, or
not, doesn’t matter. We’ll find something to
talk about! If we’re in the office, bring your
lunch or beverage along with you if you’d like,
if we’re not, take advantage of the location as
you’d like as well. There is always the option
to call and make an appointment outside of
these hours to discuss something more personal. These times will be available every
week starting in January (February for Cantor
as he will be on Sabbatical for January) unless
someone is out of town or on vacation. Keep
an eye on the website or call the office to find
out about any needed cancellations. Our
board suggested we could improve overall
communication by being more accessible, so
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and elevated them to create (what I have been
told were) breathless moments where the music simply washed over the room of 6000.
Songs such as, Love Only Love by ComessDaniels/Rose, Debbie Friedman’s, Sow in
Tears, and Aaron Bensoussan’s, L’cha Dodi
were arranged for 4-part choir, band and solo
or cantor, were simply amazing!
I know that music brings a congregation together. Bringing musicians together – amateur
and professional alike, who sing, play an instrument, or compose, to form choirs, bands
or ensembles reach farther than one would
think. You have people helping with planning
and programs, others creating or helping to
build the sets (remember our raised “El” subway train tracks for Purim?) and of course
those that simply come to enjoy.
At this biennial, I saw a well seasoned musician bring together some of the best of best of
whom we are in the Reform Movement and
connect us together in song and spirit. I hope
to bring some of this magic back to Beth
Emeth; to incorporate some of what I was
blessed to be a part of to our home, and that
you will take the time to view some of the services that were live-streamed and can be
found on YouTube. A hearty thank you goes
to the very talented Josh Nelson for being one
of those creative wizards that works both in
front of and behind the curtain.
B’Ahavah Uv’Shalom,
Cantor Mark Stanton

Dear Friends,
From Psalm 96 we have the quote: Shiru
L’Adonai, Shir Chadash! – Sing unto God, sing
a new song! Sometimes you can take an old
song and make it new – again!
I’ve just returned from the URJ’s Biennial in
Boston and I am PUMPED!! This year, close to
6000 attendees from all over the United States,
Canada and as far as England gathered together at the Hynes Convention Center to worship
and celebrate in one unified Reform Jewish
voice. Highlights included speakers such as
Hon. Elizabeth Warren, the Rev. Dr. William J.
Barber II, and a host of other speakers and
performers but one performer I’d like to raise up
who was an integral part of the music for both
Friday evening and Saturday morning Shabbat
services as well as the “glue” that brought
things together is Josh Nelson.
The blurb from the 2017 Biennial’s website
simply stated that:
“Josh Nelson is one of the most popular
performers and composers in modern
Jewish music, bringing his extraordinary
message of hope, unity and spirituality to
concert stages and worship services
across the globe. Josh is a gifted multiinstrumentalist and songwriter whose
work is celebrated and integrated into
the repertoire of congregations, camps
and communities around the world.”
This year, I signed up to participate in the Biennial choir for Shabbat services, as well as
part of the Saturday evening program, where
the American Conference of Cantor’s (ACC)
live Chanukah presentation was recorded for
broadcast on public television stations for the
next several years. Much of the music used for
both services and concert program were
arranged by Josh Nelson, where he took well
known melodies from contemporary and not-so
-contemporary songs and niggunim, wordless
melodies, along with some of his own music,
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Sisterhood’s Books and Bagels
March 11 at 9:30 AM -- The Lion Seeker by
Kenneth Bonert
May 20 at 9:30 AM -- Small Great Things by
Jodi Picoult
There will be a $5 charge for the light breakfast -- or better yet, $4 plus a non-perishable
donation to the JFS Food Pantry. RSVP to
Heather Margolin 302-477-0737 or email her at
h.m.margolin@gmail.com.

"Live Streaming:
Positives and Negatives"
At times circumstances keep people who love
coming to the synagogue from attending. They
might not want to drive or they aren't feeling
well…or for other reasons. If they are a bit computer savvy, with a quick click they can livestream the service. It's not the same, for sure,
but it's better than nothing. And you can even
watch the entire service without getting out of
your pajamas! You can watch with an oneg on
your lap (top). You can watch the service of one
congregation and then switch to another. Former congregants told us that they "worshipped"
during the High Holydays "at" New York's Central Synagogue!
Of course you don't have one important aspect
of worship, namely "community." You need a
minyan to worship, but more than that you need
people who feel connected in order to create
real community and an atmosphere for comfortable worship. As the title of the book on the shtetl, Fiddler on the Roof's Anatevka-like villages
Jews called home in Russia and Eastern Europe, reminds us (and says it perfectly), Life Is
With People.
For our People, excommunication was/is rare,
Spinoza being the most famous example. The
worst aspect was not a disconnect from the
faith; rather, it was a disconnect from the folk.
With all the enemies we had, we surely didn't
need the religious establishment shunning us.
Even neighbors and, yes, family members,
joined in.
So live-streaming might be the "in" thing, especially if you're feeling "out." But if everyone
stayed away - did their own thing - for whatever
reason, the impact down the pike could be disastrous. Indeed, it would be disastrous. On the
other hand, sometimes people feel more welcome in the virtual world of live-streaming than
they do in the real world of community.

Quote of the Month
“The value of experience is not in seeing
much but in seeing wisely.”
Sir William Osler
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As we find ourselves in the midst of winter, I
thought it would be a good chance to find warmth
and light through the learning of our young people.
We do so much with our religious school each
week, and the smiles and thoughtfulness of our
students frequently bring me light. Their energy
and excitement keep our community warm and
give me confidence that the Jewish community will
continue to thrive. Here are a few images of what
we’ve been up to in Religious School so far this
year:
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ing for membership, are you? We’re not a
gym. We’re not charging a fee to provide a
service. We are your spiritual home. We are
where you come to become whole when
you’re feeling broken. Where you come to see
and meet with friends and family to feel rejuvenated. Where you come to learn and expand your mind with new thoughts and ideas.
To have discussions with people you both
agree and disagree with in ways beneficial to
both. Or maybe sometimes, to only be with
yourself and your own thoughts as you peer
inward and seek peace of mind. We are your
home. You don’t pay for membership to your
home, but it is incumbent upon you to help
maintain it. That is what your commitment
does. It allows us, the stewards of your home,
to run your house for you. Unfortunately, it
costs more than we are bringing in each
month, and we are constantly having to take
from our “savings.” It’s great we have a savings, but if we’re going to keep our savings
healthy for an emergency, we can’t be spending it. Perhaps it’s time for a change.
There have been 70 URJ congregations that
have tried a new model. Rather than sending
a “bill” each year that is the same as you got
last year, with the occasional increase, they
have a conversation with each member. The
conversation starts with, you are part of our
home, what do you think a meaningful donation to your home would be this year? With
this conversation comes a description of how
your donation is being used. What the actual
costs are to maintain your home.

Change again? Yes. There is never a time in
the life of a board member where change seems
so inevitable than while attending a URJ Biennial.
Last month we sent a delegation from CBE including our clergy, board members, past board
members, past presidents, future presidents, current president and perhaps most importantly,
members who are looking to increase their activity at CBE. There is always a wide range of topics
from which to choose. Finance, liturgy, membership and youth engagement, inclusion, music,
education, social action and justice, Israel, technology; there’s just so much. The one common
thread though is, either something is working for
you, or you need to consider that most dreaded
of words… Change.
Fortunately, at the Biennial attendee are given
ideas not only for the changes themselves, but
how to implement them. It is heartwarming to
know that the most often referenced facilitator for
change is communication. That is something we
are getting better at here at CBE and hope to
continue making strides forward.
Even before Biennial our congregational finances were, and honestly always are, a topic of discussion at the Board and Executive Board level.
While we are extremely fortunate to have an endowment, we need to continue to be ardent stewards to maintain it. Every year we are forced to
take a minimum of 4% (a standard maximum
withdrawal to not spend it down) from the endowment to cover our budget that is already
stretched so thin you can see through it. Again,
at Biennial, we learn that many are working with
budgets that are not just thin, but full of holes that
they are unable to fill. We are lucky!! Do not even
wonder about it; we are. How much better though
to not hear the constant refrain, “That’s a wonderful idea, but where are we going to get the money
for it?” We can always be better. How? Change.
A hot topic at this and the last Biennial was new
thought processes around annual commitments.
Many have changed the wording, as we have,
away from “dues,” because really, you’re not pay-

(continued on page 10)
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Monday

Wednesday

30 (14 Sh'vat)
31 (15 Sh'vat)
Tu BiSh'vat
9:15a Jewish Journeys - Israel
taught by Sue Paul
4:00p Hebrew School

29 (13 Sh'vat)

28 (12 Sh'vat)
9:00a Religious School
9:00a Religious School Parent Conferences
12:00p Youth Choir

16 (29 Tevet)
17 (1 Sh'vat)
9:15a Jewish Journeys - Israel
4:00p Hebrew School
taught by Sue Paul
7:30p Introduction to Judaism
7:00p Liturgical Practices
Committee Meeting

9 (22 Tevet)
10 (23 Tevet)
9:15a Jewish Journeys - Israel
4:00p Hebrew School
taught by Sue Paul
7:30p Introduction to Judaism
7:30p Board Meeting

3 (16 Tevet)
NO HEBREW SCHOOL

23 (7 Sh'vat)
24 (8 Sh'vat)
9:15a Jewish Journeys - Israel
4:00p Hebrew School
taught by Sue Paul
7:30p Introduction to Judaism

15 (28 Tevet)
MLK Day

14 (27 Tevet)
Mitzvah Day
9:00a Religious School
12:00p Youth Choir

Tuesday
2 (15 Tevet)

21 (5 Sh'vat)
22 (6 Sh'vat)
9:00a Religious School
9:00a Brotherhood
10:30a Hospitality Committee
Meeting
11:00a Caring Committee
Meeting
12:00p Youth Choir
12:00p Religious School
Committee Meeting (open to
parents)

8 (21 Tevet)

1 (14 Tevet)
New Year's Day
Building Closed

7 (20 Tevet)
9:00a Religious School
10:45a Better Together
12:00p Youth Choir

Sunday

January 2018
Thursday

25 (9 Sh'vat)

18 (2 Sh'vat)

11 (24 Tevet)

4 (17 Tevet)

Friday

Saturday

20 (4 Sh'vat) Bo
9:30a Torah Study & Service
Combination

13 (26 Tevet) Va-eira
9:30a Torah Study & Service
Combination

26 (10 Sh'vat)
27 (11 Sh'vat) B'shalach
6:30p Federation Shabbat at 9:00a B'nai Mitzvah Workshop
Beth Shalom
9:30a Torah Study & Service
Combination

19 (3 Sh'vat)
7:00p Shabbat Service with
Oneg

12 (25 Tevet)
MLK Shabbat at CBE
7:00p Shabbat Service with
Oneg

5 (18 Tevet)
6 (19 Tevet) Sh'mot
6:00p Kabbalat Shabbat Pro- 9:30a Torah Study & Service
gram
Combination
7:00p Kabbalat Shabbat Service with Oneg

can do to help. This event is open to the public by
reservation. Invite your friends! A bagel and lox
breakfast is available for $5. Call or email Steve
Zimmerman at 302-547-0036, or
zimmerman.steven0@gmail.com). Or sign-up on line at
https://www.bethemethde.org/event/
brotherhood4.html.
And come for Saturday AND/OR Sunday Torah
study, 9:30 AM, where we explore what’s going
on in the Torah.

In memory of the departed whom we now
remember...We share in the recent bereavement suffered by members of our temple
family and extend our
sincere condolences to:
Michael Levithan on the death of his mother,
Joan Levithan.
The Congregation on the death of our
member, Jerome Heisler, Sr.
Richard Geisenberger on the death of his
father, Jacques Geisenberger
Carole Myers on the death of her aunt,
Henrietta Weinrib
Barbara Rhoades on the death of her father,
Herbert Martin Moss
Roberta Golinkoff on the death of her
husband, Edward Lawrence Ballen
Sheila and Phil Weinberg on the death of
their sister-in-law, Marion Weinberg.

Save the Date: Scholar in Residence Weekend
February 2-4, 2018 with Rabbi
Jeffrey Salkin, author of the blog,
Martini Judaism: For Those Who
Want to be Shaken and Stirred.
Rabbi Salkin will speak at a dinner on Friday evening, offer a Lunch & Learn
on Saturday, and programming on Sunday.
Watch for details in the weekly emails and the
Sabbath Lights!
The Caring Committee
The Caring Committee provides opportunities
to help members of our CBE community in a variety of ways. They include making soup and
meals, writing cards and making calls, consoling
the bereaved, distributing holiday gifts and visiting members of our community in facilities and
their homes. The Committee meets monthly from
September through May. New committee members are always welcome.
Our next meeting is Sunday, January 21 at
11:00 AM in the Board Room.
Contact Judith Insinga at jjschnitman@
yahoo.com or 302-764-4093 for more information
about the Caring Committee.

Start January with Some Learning on Lea!
Jewish Journeys -- Israel
(taught by
Sue
Paul). Mark your calendar for our January Jewish
Journeys class and explore the Jewish people’s
long journey to the land of Israel . We will explore
the path from Abraham to the present day. Class
will meet on Tuesday, January 9, January 16, January 23 , January 30 at 9:15 AM at Congregation
Beth Emeth. Call the office (302-764-2393) or visit
our website (www.bethemethde.org) to register.
Sunday, January 21, 9:00-10:30 AM, come for
Brotherhood’s "Transgender Youth: The Issues,
Laws, and Tweets" with Janice Selekman.
CBE member Janice Selekman, faculty at the University of Delaware will clarify the differences between the "LGB" part of LGBT (lesbian/gay/
bisexual) and the "T" part (transgender). Some
states have passed laws, such as "bathroom laws,"
based on fears that are unfounded because they
assume that those who are transgender are actually
homosexual. The bullying and suicide rates are very
high in the transgender population. Transgender
teens face the problems of not being invited for
sleep-overs; overnight camp problems; sports locker rooms and playing sports; scouts, etc. Janice will
address these fears and concerns, and what we
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Sisterhood Garage Sale
Thank You Volunteers
Sisterhood would like to thank the volunteers for
all their help and time to make this sale another
successful one for the Sisterhood, synagogue
and the community. We apologize if you are not
listed here, but your efforts are sincerely appreciated.

Caring Committee Soup
Chicken and vegetarian low-sodium and gluten
-free soups made by Caring Committee members are available in the Beth Emeth freezer. Any
congregant who would benefit is welcome to help
themselves to containers of soup. If you know
someone who might benefit from receiving soup,
please contact Judith Insinga at 302-764-4093,
and the Committee will arrange for delivery.

Randi Abrams
Nancy Marcinkowski
Pam Levin
Sue Polss
Thersa Scheiner
Susan Goodhart
Judith Insinga
Karen Caplan
Marci Muskin
Jan Goodman
Steve Jonas
Sheila Hochhauser
Maxine Rosenthal
Madeline Rubinow
Sheila & Phil Weinberg
Laurie Ross
CBE Staff and Clergy

Upcoming Dates: Our first hosting week in
2018 begins on April 22. Other hosting weeks
this year begin on September 23 and December
30. New volunteers are always welcome. There
are so many different ways to support Family
Promise and have a personally rewarding experience during our hosting weeks: set up sleeping
rooms, drive a van, purchase supplies, visit in the
evening, sleep overnight, and prepare and serve
meals. Training sessions are being planned for
new volunteers as well as current ones.
Please contact Judith Insinga at jjschnitman@
yahoo.com or 302-764-4093 if you have any
questions about Family Promise or for more
information about volunteering opportunities.

Heather Margolin
Barbara Aronstam
Gloria & Bob Jacobs
Riva Brown
Sue Cherrin
Bonnie Polykov
Ellen Wagner
Jeff Margolies
Rick Geisenberger
Sjon Gravenhorst
Steve Hershkowitz
HarrietAnn Litwin
Carol Roth
Sarah Torregiani
Kim vonWeltin
Steve Zimmerman

And a very special thank you to Mike, Matt and
Evan and our Salesianum student volunteers, all
of whom worked so tirelessly during the set-up
and packing up of the sale.

Catholic Charities can pick up furniture
donations. Call them at 302-764-2717 to schedule a pick up and tell them you heard about it
from Family Promise. By partnering with Catholic Charities, Family Promise families will receive
items for their homes when they move into them.
Save the Date!
Please plan to join us at
CBE on Saturday evening April 21 for a funfilled art auction featuring
live and silent auctions, great food and entertainment. There will be art for every taste and budget
including Judaica, sports and music memorabilia,
collectible works and much more. Additional details will follow soon!
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New Members

home, you will feel better about what is needed
to maintain the home itself.
Once we’ve talked to you one on one, we’ll
likely have a few listening sessions as well so
we can all talk together about the possibility of
an actual change in our monetary model. It can
be very scary to reimagine something that has
been done a certain way for a very long time so
we’re not doing the changing just yet; we’re just
starting the conversation. Talk to you soon!!

Please welcome our new members!
Daniel Isaac Citron and Heather N. Hansen –
Daniel and Heather reside in the Bellefonte area
of North Wilmington with their daughter, Leah
Hazel. Daniel is the Museum Director, specializing in history, for the New Castle Historical Society. Heather is Collections Manager, specializing in
material culture and textiles, for the Chester
County Historical Society. Daniel’s mother is
member Barbara Citron.
Ira Dicker and Marcy Katzen – Ira and Marcy
have a home in North Brandywine. Ira will soon
be retiring from a pharmaceutical firm working as
a research scientist. They have two married
children, Rachel and Lance.
Carmen and Dr. Stephen D. Shappell –
Carmen and Stephen reside in the North Brandywine area and are bothretired.
Rachel Blumenfeld and Adam Turkington –
Rachel and Adam reside in the North Brandywine
area of Delaware. They have two children;
Dawson Michaela and Lilah Rhys. Rachel is a
teacher in Delaware’s Colonial School District and
Adam is a project manager for the Basics Group.

Honor Your Loved Ones
Have you considered honoring a deceased
family member by creating a fund in their name
in the Beth Emeth Endowment Fund? A simple
way to create this legacy is to include it in your
will payable upon death.
The first step is to agree
to add Congregation
Beth Emeth as one of
the beneficiaries of your
will.
No other information is required. You
will join other members,
who have made this
commitment, in our
Congregation Beth Emeth L’Dor v’Dor Legacy
Circle. Legacy gifts will help insure that we can
continue to provide a vital Reform congregation
in the Delaware area in the decades to come.
Let us hear from you; leave your name in the
Temple office and we shall contact you.

President’s Article continued form page 6
What other ways can you contribute to your
home. What would make you feel more at home
when you’re here. What would entice you to visit
more often. It’s not so different from how we, at
the board level, think about our current model, but
we’re not currently having the conversation. We’re
not communicating as well as we should. That’s
going to change.
Starting sometime after the beginning of the
year, we’re going to talk to you. Each and every
one of you. Not just a quick, “Happy Pesach” or
“Happy Rosh Hashanah,” but an actual conversation. It’s going to go pretty similarly to what I’ve
written above. It’s not just about the money, it’s
about you and your home. The money is necessary, but maintaining your relationship with your
home is more important. To be perfectly honest,
we hope that with a change in mindset about your

Thank you to our February Ushers
February 2, 2018

Lauren Kanter
Applebaum and Aaron
Applebaum

February 9, 2018

Barbara and
Michael Kramer

February 16, 2018 Emily and Bruce Nisbet
February 23, 2018 Adam and Randi
Abrams
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The Camp Harlam family consists of smaller
communities within Junior Camp, Senior
Camp, and the Gesher (Counselor in Training)
Program. Junior and Senior Camps are further
broken down into units based on a child’s
school grade to create a more intimate and
age-appropriate experience for the campers.
For more information on Camp Harlam,
please visit their website at: https://
campharlam.org.

Lend a Helping Hand: Volunteering at the
JFS Village
Jewish Family Services of Delaware’s
Brandywine Village Network (BVN) is Delaware’s first Village, designed to help older
adults remain independent at home. Through
a network of professional and volunteer support, Brandywine Village Network provides
personalized assistance customized to members' needs.
The power behind BVN is our volunteer
team. BVN Volunteers are individually
assigned based on volunteers’ unique skills,
interests, and availability. Volunteers assist
members with a wide array of needs including
friendly check-in phone calls, providing transportation to appointments and help with things
like shopping, light cleaning and yardwork.
Some of our volunteers help BVN members
by preparing meals, providing companionship,
and helping with electronics and technology.
As every BVN member has their own aging
concerns and needs, there are many different
kinds of volunteer opportunities available to
lend a caring and helping hand.
We welcome all volunteers! Please inquire
about opportunities to help fulfill BVN’s mission to enable older adults to “age in place.” .A
BVN coordinator would love to speak with anyone interested in being part of their village
team. Please call them at 302-478-9411 or
email them at bvnncc@jfsdelaware.org.

Do a Mitzvah, Sponsor an Oneg
Do you have a special event coming up? A
birthday, anniversary or baby naming? Why
not honor it by sponsoring a
Friday night Oneg. Please do a
mitzvah and call the
Temple office at 302-764-2393
to select a date.
Bar/Bat Mitzvah Parties
When planning your son’s or daughter’s Bar/
Bat Mitzvah parties, please consider using our
lovely facilities. Our social hall will accommodate a large group of family and friends. Caterers are welcome; rental is reasonable; there
is room to dance, plenty of parking and a great
staff to help make your party a success.

Camp Harlam

CBE Dementia Support Group

Nestled in the foothills of the magnificent Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania, Camp Harlam provides the finest in Jewish Camping.
Established in 1958, Camp Harlam has developed a strong tradition of success and excellence based on a highly skilled staff dedicated
to the spiritual, physical, social and emotional
well-being of each child, while building lifelong
relationships between friends.
Camp Harlam is one of fifteen Union for Reform Judaism (URJ) overnight camps around
the country Camp Harlam since opening has
grown to its present size with a 300-acre facility, a population of approximately 550 campers
each session, and a staff of over 225 exceptional role models.

We are a small group within the Congregational community who have loved ones living
with Alzheimer’s and dementia. We are caregivers, daughters, wives and husbands who
are dealing with this challenging disease in
our lives and in the lives of our loved
ones. We offer each other support by exchanging resources for care and education,
but mostly by listening and sharing our stories. If you are interested in joining us, or
would like more information about this group,
please
contact
Karen
Caplan
at
skcaplan@comcast.net or 610-405-2292.
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New Monthly Orbit Feature!

A Note about Contributions

Kveller’s Korner

We welcome all contributions. If you wish
the contribution to be listed in The Orbit, there
is a minimum donation of $10. This also covers the mailing of ONE acknowledgement
card. Please be sure to include the address if
the person(s) are not members of Congregation Beth Emeth. The card is mailed when the
check is received.
It is important that, when you send in a donation, you write specifically how you want the
donation listed. Please include a note with
your check, printed clearly or typed, stating
exactly how you want the contribution to read.
For example: Mary and John Doe in memory
of…, Mr. and Mrs. John Doe in honor of…, Mr.
John and Mrs. Mary Doe in beloved memory
of….
Please remember to write legibly and to list
which funds you would like your donation to go
to. Please make your check payable to Congregation Beth Emeth. Also,
The Orbit usually runs three
weeks ahead of schedule so it
may take three weeks for your
donation to appear in The Orbit
from the date you mail it.
Thank you for your cooperation.

What are you kvelling
about? New job or business? Weddings, engagements, births? Kids
or grandkids on the
honor roll or dean’s list?
Have you had a book,
article or story published? Send us your good
news and we’ll kvell about it too! We can also
include high resolution photos as space
permits. Please email all news and photos to:
loriannw@cbe.comcastbiz.net.
January Recipe
Mushroom Barley Soup
1/4 cup olive oil
1 cup chopped onion
3/4 cup diced carrots
1/2 chopped celery
1 teaspoon minced garlic
1 pound sliced fresh mushrooms
6 cups chicken broth
3/4 cup barley
salt and pepper to taste
Prep time: 15 minutes
Cook time: 50 minutes
Directions:
Heat the oil in a large soup pot over medium
heat. Add the onion, carrots, celery and garlic;
cook and stir until onions are tender and
transparent. Stir in mushrooms and continue
to cook for a few minutes. Pour in the chicken
broth and add barley. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat to low. Cover and simmer until
barley is tender, about 50 minutes. Season
with salt and pepper before serving.

Change of Address Reminder
Don’t forget to contact
the temple office at 302764-2393 to change your
address or you may now
change your address
online. Simply go to our
website
at
www.bethemethde.org
and log in as a member. You can manage
your account details online. If you have not
yet logged in and need a password, contact
the office and we will send you a link.
You can also update your telephone number
or email address, the same way. Most of the
temple correspondence is mailed third class.
The post office does not forward any third
class mail.

Rabbi Robinson
Discretionary Fund
In appreciation to Rabbi
Robinson for officiating at the
unveiling ceremony for Alfred
Green from Florence Green
& the Green Family
In memory of Sara Weiner
from Madeline & Allan
Rubinow
In memory of Joseph
Wagner from Martin Wagner
Thank you to Rabbi
Robinson for help with my
Bat Mitzvah from Susan
Goodhart
In memory of Sylvia
Herschbein from The
Aronstam Family
Cantor Stanton's
Discretionary Fund
In memory of Sharon Pincus
from Martin Pincus
In memory of Sara Weiner
from Madeline & Allan
Rubinow
In appreciation of Cantor
Stanton's musical enrichment from Inez Rosenbaum,
Brignac & Heffernan
Families
In loving memory of Hildy
Abter from Inez Rosenbaum, Brignac & Heffernan
Families
In memory of Jacques
Geisenberger from Jane &
Raymond Kursh

Thank you to Cantor Stanton
for help with my Bat Mitzvah
from Susan Goodhart
Adult and Youth Choir Fund
In memory of Morris Perry
from Leatrice Weinstock and
Susan & Malcolm Cobin
In memory of Morris Shapiro
from Mara & Ira Tartack

Bernard Kreshtool
Memorial Fund
In loving memory of my dad,
Samuel Savat from Connie
Kreshtool
In gratitude to Rabbi Robinson
& Cantor Stanton for helping
me prepare for the Adult Bat
Mitzvah from Amanda Lewis
Thank you to Sue Paul for being a terrific teacher
from Susan Goodhart
In memory of Barbara Levy
from Connie Kreshtool
In honor of the marriage of
Alana Kreshtool to Jeffrey
Snyder from Connie
Kreshtool

In honor of the Bat Mitzvah
of Susan Goodhart
from Mara & Ira Tartack
In loving memory of
William Margolin
from Richard & Marcy
Margolin
In memory of Emanuel
Alexander Drukker
from Shifrah, Martin,
Jacob, Rachel & Michelle
Markiewitz
In memory of Charles H.
Simmons, Jr. from Chick
& Sherry Simmons,
David Simmons and
Heather Feliciano
In memory of Bernice
Schnitman from Richard &
Judith Insinga
In honor of the Bat Mitzvah
of Amanda Lewis and
Shelly Duncan from Susan
& Steve Goodhart

Caring Community
Committee

Edith Labovsky Memorial
Fund for Student Visits
to Israel
In memory of Edith
Labovsky from Dr. Lanny
& Micki Edelsohn

In loving memory of Benjamin
Steinbach, Cecille Steinbach
& Jennie Ozer from Larry
Wallis & Greta
Steinbach-Wallis
In memory of Jack Rubenstein
from Harvey & Toby
Rubenstein

Family Assistance
In memory of Fannie
Green from Regina Miller
In loving memory of Ben
Lebowitz, father-in-law &
grandfather from Daniel
Koffler & Cayla Koffler
Schneider
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Holocaust Memorial
Garden Maintenance
In memory of Verna
Schenker. May Verna's compassion and passion live on
from Stacie Larkin
In memory of beautiful Verna
Schenker from Hershey
Schloss

Keil-Herrmann
Memorial Fund
In memory of Rose Marie
Agoos from Susan & Steve
Herrmann
Mazon
In memory of Woody Bass
from Nancy Selzer, Sara &
Marc Bass
Prayer Book Fund
In memory of Morton
Neuman from The Family of
Morton Neuman
Temple Fund
In memory of Jacques
Geisenberger from Robin
and Howard Zwick
In memory of Eric Haas
from Daniel Haas & family
In memory of Philip Block
from Naomi Block
Hershkowitz
In memory of Jerome Barrow
from Ruth Rosenberg
In memory of Marsha Lee
from Timnah, Rachel &
Scotti Lee
In honor of the Bat Mitzvah
of Amanda Lewis from Linda
& Mike Rosenfeld
In memory of Julius Wahl
from Dr. & Mrs. Milton Wahl
In memory of Joan Colton
Helfand from Rory, Steve,

Dean, Sami, Jenny, Aria &
Julianna Godowsky
In memory of Saul Sitzer
from Ruth Balick
In memory of a wonderful
woman, Adele Kessel
from Janet Brick
In memory of mother,
Rebecca Souriano
from Carmen Shappell
In memory of Dr. Irv
Hockstein from Richard &
Renee Brams
In loving memory of Louis
Kassvan & Lee Zommick
from Millie & Lewis Stat
In loving memory of beloved
father & grandfather, Bernard
Schaffer from Pam & Bob
Vanderloo and Family
In memory of Betty Chambers
from Michael & Ahuva
Chambers
In memory of Louis N. Kafitin
from Jeffrey D. Merritt
In memory of husband, Irv
Hockstein from Sara
Hockstein
In memory of beloved fatherin-law, Samuel Joseph
from Judith B. Joseph
In memory of Lena Goldberg
from Don & Barbara
Goldberg
In memory of William
Margolin from Steven,
Heather, Will & Rachel
Margolin
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In memory of Alfred Miller
from Susan, Howard &
Bonny Karten
In memory of Jon Kamen
from Alice, Ross & Abby
Kamen
Wishing Sara Hockstein a
swift, complete and painfree recovery from knee replacement surgery
from Bob & Ellen Meyer
In memory of Steven
Wishnow from Paul &
Linda Akell & Family and
The Wishnow Family
In memory of Ethel Scher
from Ethel & Don Parsons
In memory of Jaques
Geisenberger and Joan
Levithan from Bob & Robin
Zink
In memory of David David
from Israel & Sylvia David
In memory of George
Markowitz from Martin &
Frances Markowitz
Torah Repair Fund
In memory of William
Tartack from Ira & Mara
Tartack

